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 IBA President
President’s Column
Karen Noyce
15542 County Road 72
Warba, MN 55793 USA
Email: karen.v.noyce@gmail.com

In this issue
As field biologists, we are intimately familiar with inequity, the uneven distribution 

of resources among the living.  Some bears grow fat and happy along the salmon 
streams of Alaska while others grow skeletal eating tree bark for half the year in the 
desert mountains of Peru. As naturalists, we witness the meting out of fate, as luck 
and circumstance perform their random dance in the lives of animals, delivering some 
to the feet of predators, dropping  others under the wheels of vehicles, picking a few to receive the “lion’s share” of milk 
among pushy siblings. We have no illusion that life is or should be controllable, equitable, or fair in a bear’s world. 

In our human lives, however, expectations are different. We invest heavily in controlling fate. Like other animals, we spend 
our days procuring resources and avoiding danger, but with our capacity to imagine the future, we also work to engineer 
our personal futures to ensure continued access to resources, accumulation of wealth, and safety from random collisions 
with bad luck. An unfortunate extension of this human penchant for amassing excess is that, as for bears who command the 
best fishing spots, it is easy to remain ignorant of, or worse, indifferent to, the inequitable effects of our actions on others. 
Human appetite for excess thus fuels large-scale consumption of natural resources for private gain, often at the expense of 
people and nature. And in its worst manifestation, this appetite spawns ideologies that justify imposed social inequity and 
aggressive seizure of resources from others through acts of war. 

This very human trait creates conservation challenges at all levels. In this issue of IBN, two groups of researchers describe 
rural Pakistani communities where direct economic loss to bears and a rash of attacks on humans mean little local support 
for conservation. Particularly where people struggle to make a living, animals that threaten safety or future livelihood are 
enemies. Also in this issue, we hear about conservation work in rural Laos, where snaring bears for the black market helps al-
leviate the burden of poverty for local residents; a new, more insidious threat to local wildlife has arisen there in the form of 
massive habitat destruction from logging and hydro-power projects directed by distant profit-seeking enterprises. On p. 8  
of this IBN, we publish a joint IBA Council/BSG letter to the European Council and the governments of Slovenia and Croatia, 
in which we discuss threats posed to large carnivore conservation by the impenetrable fences being erected along many 
nations’ borders to control the influx of humans fleeing desperate wartime conditions. 

If conservation work requires us to push against such deeply-rooted behaviors, is optimism naive?  Perhaps. But what 
hope there is, I believe, lies in two other, equally strong human sensibilities. The first is our sense of fairness; whereas we do 
not expect equity in nature and we accept, to some degree, the vagaries of chance in our lives, we are exquisitely sensitive 
to inequity experienced at the hands of other people. As potent as our sense of fairness can be in catalyzing human social 
strife, it is, arguably, equally potent as a tool for resolving conflict. In conjunction with “biofilia”, a characteristic described 
by E.O. Wilson as the instinctive urge to affiliate with other forms of life, these two traits provide a powerful pair of tools for 
conservation. At the local level, diligent problem solving to lessen conflict with wildlife, coupled with good conservation 
education and fair and honest dealings with people to improve their resource security, can allow room for our instinctual 
love of nature to turn attitudes towards conservation. At higher political scales, achieving conservation may be more 
complex, but it can only be helped when we always consider and enlist the power of these core human sensibilities --- the 
need for reasonable resource security, the desire for fairness, and our deep affinity for other life --- to shift attitudes and 
make conservation palatable.

Recent IBA Business
1. Council prepared a statement on the negative impacts of impenetrable border fences on cross-boundary conservation 

efforts for large carnivores in parts of Europe. The letter was sent to the European Council and several countries and is 
posted on the IBA website.

2. Council approved a new policy regarding acceptance of donations; a copy is posted on the website.
3. IBN editor accepted an offer from EBSCO to add IBN to their literature indexing service at no additional charge to IBA. This 

will publicize and increase non-member access to materials published in IBN.
4. The Experience and Exchange Grants program received no applications for 2016; Council voted to reallocate unused 

funds to conference travel grants for Anchorage. 
5. A Council sub-committee reviewed and commented on the script for the movie “Bear Trek”, a film by Wildlife Media, 
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which is scheduled for commercial release later this year.

6. Council has been working with the logo subcommittee to narrow concepts for a new IBA logo.
7. The Strategic Planning subcommittee is currently analyzing results of last summer’s strategic planning member survey 

and will present results at the Anchorage conference. 
8. Bear Conservation Fund raised a record $86,175 to fund 2016 grants programs. Judging of proposals was completed in 

February. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS
New Council member

In January, IBA Council asked Dr. Yoshikazu Sato to fill a vacancy left by the resignation from Council last fall of Gabriella 
Fredriksson, for personal reasons. Yoshi will serve in this position until the end of 2016, 
when the 3-year term for that Council seat is over and the position is up for re-election.  
We thank Gabriella for her service on Council and wish her well.  We thank Yoshi for his 
willingness to fill this position. 

Dr. Sato a popular professor of wildlife ecology at Rakuno Gakuen University in 
Hokkaido, Japan, where he and his students conduct research on brown bear ecology and 
management, with particular interest in understanding causes of  human-bear conflicts 
and applying this information to bear conservation and management. In 1991, when he 
first met a female brown bear with her cubs grazing on the subalpine grassland in the 
Daisetsuzan National Park in Hokkaido, he was overwhelmed by their beauty and strength. 
Since then, his interest has focused on all aspects of brown bears. He received a B.S. from 
Hokkaido University in 1996 and completed his M.S. (1998) and Ph.D. (2002) in wildlife 
management at the University of Tokyo. He has been an active member of the Wildlife So-
ciety, and International Association for Bear Biology and Management; he was a candidate 
for Council in the 2013 election. He has also served as Secretary-General of the Mammal 
Society of Japan and Vice-President of Japan Bear Network since 2012.

We welcome Yoshi’s coming contributions to Council.

Elections 2016
All IBA Council members and officers serve 3-year terms.  Next fall 7 Council terms are up for election, including  Presi-

dent, Vice-President (Americas), Secretary, Treasurer, and 3 Councilors.   A nominations committee is currently being 
assembled.  Anyone interested in running for or nominating someone else for an office should contact IBA secretary, 
Jennapher Teunissen van Manen at jennapherteunissenvanmanen@outlook.com  by June 1.  Before nominating someone, 
please confirm their desire to serve IBA in such capacity.  Because IBA operates as a US nonprofit organization, overseen by 
the US Internal Revenue Service, candidates for the position of Treasurer must reside in the US. Candidates for VP (Americas) 
must reside in the Americas.  All other positions are open to anyone. Anyone interested running for Council is encouraged 
to attend all or part of the all-day pre-conference IBA Council meeting in Anchorage, AK, on Sunday,  June 11.  Please let 
Jennapher know if you plan to attend.

Call for Conference Bids - Americas 2019 
Anchorage, Quito, and Slovenia will host IBA conferences in 2016, 2017, and 2018.  The next regularly scheduled confer-

ence following these is slated for 2019 in the Americas.  IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BRING AN IBA CONFERENCE TO YOUR 
REGION IN 2019, START NOW!  Hosting a conference takes years of planning.  Anyone considering hosting IBA 2019 is encour-
aged to contact Frank van Manen, chair of IBA’s Conference Advisory Committee, at vanmanen@utk.edu , for information 
on putting together a proposal.  Ideally, proposals are presented to Council at the conference 3 years prior to the proposed 
conference, thus, in this case, at the Alaska conference in June.

IBA Alaska!
By the time this newsletter goes to print, the Anchorage, Alaska IBA conference will be <3 months away. 

From all indications, June 12-16 will be an exciting and busy time at the Dena’ina Center in downtown 
Anchorage. Conference organizers received a record number of abstracts and have invested enormous 
effort to make this an engaging and informative gathering, not just for conference attendees, but for all of 
Anchorage. Check out details on page 35 and make your travel plans right away, if you haven’t already done 
so. I truly look forward to seeing you all there!

Dr. Yoshikazu Sato at work under-
standing Hokkaido’s brown bears.
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 IUCN BSG Co-Chairs
Where are the Bears? Conundrums in Range Mapping
Dave Garshelis
Co-Chair IUCN Bear Specialist Group
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
Grand Rapids, MN 55744, USA
Email: dave.garshelis@state.mn.us 

Rob Steinmetz
Co-Chair IUCN Bear Specialist Group
World Wildlife Fund –Thailand
Bangkok, Thailand
Email: robtyn@hotmail.com 
 

The new Redlisting of all the world’s mammals is due to be completed this year.  Along with each Redlisting account is 
a detailed range map.  Website visitors can zoom into each map, and can also download shapefiles.  This will be the most 
complete and detailed assessment ever of the ranges of all these species.

Being intimately involved in producing range maps for the bears, we’ve come to appreciate how difficult it is to generate 
such maps.  They represent an interesting composite of knowledge and expert opinion.

The IUCN uses the following categories of range:
Extant – The species is known or very likely to occur in the area, which encompasses localities with recent (last 20-30 

years) records in suitable habitat. 
Possibly Extant – The area has no records of the species in the vicinity, but the habitat is suitable. 
Presence Uncertain – A record exists of the species’ presence in the area, but this record requires verification. 
Possibly Extinct – The species was formerly known to occur in the area (post 1500 AD), but due to habitat loss and/or 

other threats has likely disappeared; there have been no confirmed recent records despite searches. 
Extinct – The species was formerly known to occur in the area (post 1500 AD), but exhaustive searches have failed to 

produce recent records.

When the BSG mapped the ranges of Asian bears in a workshop in Japan in 2006 (which was used for the 2008 Redlist-
ing), we used similar categories, but defined them differently.  Our Extant category pertained only to places where bears 
were known to occur (but see below). We used “Probably Extant” to categorize areas where presence records did not exist, 
but experts thought that bears were likely to occur, based on suitable habitat, low threats, and (in some cases) proximity 
to Extant sites.  We used only one level of Extinction (extirpation) for sites within historic range where presence records do 
not exist and habitat is not suitable (regardless of whether or not “exhaustive searches” have been conducted).  We used 
Uncertain to categorize areas where we do not know enough about the conditions (habitat and threats) to judge whether 
bears are more likely to be present or absent (i.e., a middle-ground between Probable and Extirpated).  Further, whereas our 
Uncertain classification is within historic range, the IUCN definition of historic range excludes Uncertain range.

Having worked with these BSG definitions for more than a decade, we feel somewhat comfortable with them, but now 
face the dilemma of how to meld them into the IUCN 
format.  It appears that we may be forced to join our 
Extant and Probably Extant categories to conform 
to the IUCN’s definition of Extant.  Our Uncertain 
category seems to best match their Possibly Extant 
category, as neither is included when calculating the 
area of presently occupied range.

Beyond the issue of the ambiguity of these defini-
tions is the even bigger issue of how to actually 
make decisions about each polygon on a map.  We 
used “expert-based” mapping, allowing country 
representatives in the BSG to use whatever resources 
and data are at their disposal to draw and categorize 
polygons based on the provided definitions.  Some-
times multiple experts within a single country might 
initially disagree and have to work something out.  
Other times, experts from adjacent countries appar-
ently used somewhat different criteria and produced 
polygons that conspicuously aligned with country 
boundaries.  

One major issue that we repeatedly ran across is 
how far from a presence point is an area still catego-

Expert-based mapping of brown bear range in Central Asia during a work-
shop  in 2006.  Pictured front-left clockwise around table:  Harry Reynolds, 

Rich Harris, S. Sathyakumar, Batmunkh Mijiddorj, Ali Nawaz.
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rized as Extant?  Here are some possibilities:

1. One home range radius (presuming that the presence point 
represents 1 bear)

2. The entire Protected Area (if the presence point is in a PA)
3. An area equal to the minimum area of a small population 

(presuming the presence point signifies a population, and 
not just an individual)

4. The entire patch of surrounding suitable habitat (if that 
patch is fairly well-defined)

Each of these approaches was used to an extent in our mapping, 
and it was difficult to reach any consensus on which is best: indeed, 
people made convincing arguments for each, and some fit better 
depending on the circumstances.  Similar issues arose with the other 
categories as well, so each range map clearly became a conglomera-
tion not only of varying levels of data intensity (e.g., thousands of 
Asiatic black bear presence points in Japan, very few in Afghanistan), 
but also different sorts of judgments by the experts performing 
the mapping.  We even had a few rare cases where country experts 
disagreed so strongly that we had to choose one over another.

A seemingly more objective approach is to use a statistical species 
distribution model (SDM) to predict probabilities of occurrence, 
based on a suite of environmental conditions.  Conceivably, thresh-
old values for probabilities of occurrence could be used to create the 
above range categories (Extant, Possibly Extant, Uncertain, Extinct).  
We have looked into this, but as yet have been unsatisfied with the 
results in terms of producing bear species range maps.  

For example, a recent grid-based occupancy modelling of sloth 
bears in India (Puri et al. 2015) seemed to grossly overestimate the 
likelihood of occurrence, and predicted that sloth bears occupy 52% 
of the area of India.  One issue was that the cell size was very large (any occupied cell was judged to be fully occupied); but 
additionally, the model predicted sloth bear occupancy in places where they are known not to exist.  Errors like this are apt 
to occur when the model parameters are derived from 1 area (in this case, 1 state), but applied to a much larger area with 
somewhat different habitat characteristics.

Conversely, a MaxEnt model estimated the range for sun bears in Peninsular Malaysia (Nazeri et al. 2012) to be about half 
that based on BSG experts: either our expert-based mapping was too optimistic in terms of probable range, or the Max-
Ent model provided an overly-pessimistic outlook.  The former could have occurred if BSG experts were unaware of some 
bioclimatic variables that could limit the range of this species. The latter could have occurred if the MaxEnt model was based 
on presence points primarily in better habitats (which was mainly the case, but not entirely).  

We end here, in this unsettled state, hoping to make 2 important points: (1) When examining a range map, look at it with 
the understanding that it is very imperfect, and simply represents our current interpretation of the existing data; and (2) 
more presence and absence data are desperately needed to make these maps better.  With climate change and other ongo-
ing threats causing changes in species distributions, we really do need better maps.  This seems so basic, yet so hard.

Literature Cited
Nazeri, M., K. Jusoff, N. Madani, A.R. Mahmud, A.R. Bahman, and L. Kumar. 2012. Predictive modeling and mapping of 

Malayan sun bear (Helarctos malayanus) distribution using maximum entropy. PLoS ONE 7: e48104. doi:10.1371/
journal.pone.0048104

Puri, M., A. Srivathsa, K.K. Karanth, N.S. Kumar and K.U.Karanth. 2015. Multiscale distribution models for conserving 
widespread species: the case of the sloth bear Melusus ursinus in India. Diversity and 
Distributions 21: 1087–1100.

Rondinini, C. and L. Boitani.  2012.  Mind the map: trips and pitfalls in making and reading 
maps of carnivore distribution.  Pages 31–46 in L. Boitani and R. A. Powell editors.  
Carnivore ecology and conservation.  A handbook of techniques.  Oxford University 
Press, UK.

Various ways of assigning “Extant range” to a distribution 
map.  Example shows (a) a single presence point inside a 
Protected Area, with extant range mapped as: (b) only the 
area within 1 home range radius of the point; (c) the entire 
PA (even though other suitable habitat is closer than the far 
reaches of the PA); (d) a region of suitable habitat around the 
point representing the minimum area of a known popula-
tion.  In these cases (b–d), the remainder of the habitat patch 
would be considered “Probably Extant” by the BSG definition.  
Based on the IUCN definition, the entire patch (or region) 
of suitable habitat (e) would be classified as Extant, with no 
limit as to the distance from the presence point. There is no 
agreed-upon “best method” (including other methods, be-

sides these [Rondinini and Boitani 2012]).
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Conservation
Razor wire and other fences threaten ecological connectivity 
and endanger wildlife: A joint statement by the International 
Association for Bear Research and Management and the IUCN Bear 
Specialist Group (IBA) 

Basemap Source: ESRI ArcGIS Online
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This letter, recently completed by the IBA Council and signed on to by the BSG, was sent to the European 
Commission and a number of government officials in Slovenia and Croatia concerning the impact of 
impenetrable border fences on large carnivore populations in Europe. 
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What Can NGOs Contribute to Conservation Education Through 
Cooperation with businesses? The Example of the Taiwan Black 
Bear Conservation Association 
Mei-Hsiu Hwang
Asiatic Black bear Expert Team, Bear Specialist Group
Director, Taiwan Black Bear Conservation Association
Institute of Wildlife Conservation, National Pingtung 
University of Science and Technology, Taiwan
hwangmh@mail.npust.edu.tw

Shiaw-Hu Wang
Advisor, Taiwan Black Bear Conservation Association, Taiwan

The overarching goal of the Conservation Action Plan for endangered Taiwan black bears (also known as Formosan black 
bears), created in 2012, is to minimize or eliminate threats to Taiwan black bears and enhance their population viability. 
Under this goal is a crucial communication and education objective, which intends to significantly enhance the recognition 
and appreciation of bears and other wildlife by the public and other stakeholders, leading to proactive conservation actions. 
Since the creation of this plan, however, limited progress has been made on the part of the government.

There are a number of constraints for using black bears as a focal species for enhancing wildlife conservation education in 
Taiwan. For example, bear populations are very sparse, and their secretive habits make them difficult for the general public 
to observe in the wild. Another limitation arises from people’s fear and misunderstanding that bears are extremely danger-
ous animals. On the other hand, bears cause great concern in society and are of intense interest in the media. Thus, bears are 
in the public eye and have characteristics that could lead to a powerful outreach performance: the species is rare, endan-
gered with extinction, endemic to the island (and the only bear species occurring there), is the largest carnivore in Taiwan, 
and has a mysterious image that interests people despite its perceived ferociousness. Thus, the Formosan black bear has 
the profile of a flagship species that has attracted wide publicity. This status can be exploited for education and outreach 
programs, which are the keys for the general public to understand and protect these animals.

The role of non-governmental organizations
We established the Taiwan Black Bear Conservation Association (TBBCA) in 2010, against advice that using a single species 

to name a non-governmental organization (NGO) was unwise (as opposed to a more general theme encompassing wildlife, 
mammals or even habitat). This thinking comes from the fact that in Taiwan there is no resource allocation or government 
department dedicated specifically to black bear conservation. We therefore faced a huge challenge for fund raising to 
support the organization. However, we believed that an NGO could be sustained through financial resources from general 
society rather than from government. Indeed, an NGO is meant to carry out public affairs that are inconvenient or impos-
sible for the government to achieve. The government can rely on tax revenue, but NGOs must be self-sufficient. 

In this article we share our experience as an NGO striving to contribute to conservation outreach 
programs. TBBCA is the first and only NGO whose focus is to 
conserve wild Asiatic black bears. It aims to promote the conser-
vation and research of the Taiwan black bear, and to promote 
cooperation and exchange with domestic and international 
conservation organizations and institutions, to enhance conser-
vation of bears and, more generally, the environment.

After five years of trial and error, TBBCA has learned to divide 
its financial resources into two parts: one for research and educa-
tion projects, the other for administration and maintenance of 
the organization. Funding for each component depends on the 
donor. All donated funds specified for research and education 
are applied wholly to such projects, whereas funds needed for 
supporting our administration comes from non-project oriented 
cooperation with donors.

We found that businesses expressed interest in support-
ing TBBCA, without necessarily knowing what they could do 
specifically for bear conservation. We tried to customize our 
cooperation with different businesses, attracting them through Bear conservation messages on

 specially-designed merchandise.
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respecting and meeting their needs in order to achieve satisfactory results for both sides. Businesses thus become not just 
donors but also contributors to conservation. As of 2015, TBBCA has cooperated with 13 companies, and TBBCA’s finances 
have reached equilibrium. Below are case studies of business cooperation with TBBCA.

“V = black bear”: air transport company
The “Wei Hang Air Transport Co., Ltd.” is an airline whose logo includes a prominent “V”. This resembles the chest mark 

on Asiatic black bears. We designed a cooperation agreement with this company under the theme “V = black bear.” The 
company produces bear merchandise, and portions of the proceeds form donations to TBBCA. Within the airplane maga-
zine is a TBBCA column, which is a communication platform for spreading bear conservation messages to passengers 
and airline staff. A series of training courses on bear conservation were also provided for the airline staff. Our cooperation 
with this airline culminated in a huge black bear painting on their aircraft in 2016, which promoted their business as well 
as black bear conservation. The bear message will also spread overseas through the airline routes. Finally, the airline also 
agreed to provide 1,600 volunteer hours per year for TBBCA projects.

Public service advertising: cosmetic industry
In 2015, the environmental-friendly cosmetic brand “Kiehl’s”, of L’Oreal Taiwan Ltd., adopted “in-situ conservation” as 

the theme of their annual marketing. They proactively linked their theme to the most representative indicator species of 
the country-endemic Taiwan black bears. Each purchase of their products results in a contribution of $1 to TBBCA. More 
preciously, they produced a 1-min film for public service advertising, in which popular singers and artists to advocate for 
bear protection. They also cooperated with the National Geographic channel, broadcasting Taiwan black bear docu-
mentary films for four weeks. These visual effects, together with website development from their New York head office 
and the Taiwan branch, have created substantial exposure for black bears, advancing public knowledge of conservation 
issues.

Let’s have fun with Formosan black bears: cultural and creative industry
One of Taiwan’s largest cultural and creative agencies, Jean Cultural & Creative Co., Ltd., signed a cooperation memo-

randum with us to produce a line of products (including phone holders, magnetic hooks, mugs, coasters, stamps, cards, 
bags, memo clips, key chains, and music boxes) under the theme: “Let’s have fun with Formosan black bears!” On each 
product box is the statement: “by purchasing this product the company will donate 10% of the retail price to support 
Taiwan black bear conservation for conserving endangered bears.” Additionally, each item provides information about 
conserving Taiwan black bears, written by the TBBCA, both in English and Chinese. For example, “What can one do to 
protect Formosan black bears? 
Do not eat wild meat. Reject pur-
chasing bear products. Do not 
hunt bears.  Support politicians 
who show commitments on 
wildlife conservation. Last but 
not least, do our best to share 
information of bear conservation 
with others.” The TBBCA also 
provides public “bear lectures” 
within bookstores. These talks 
not only help to enhance public 
understanding about bear 
conservation, but product sales 
have raised 1 million Taiwan 
dollars for our work. This may 
be one of the best win-win 
examples so far.

Education-specific project: financial industry
The E.SUN Financial Holding Co. Ltd., contains, within its name, the homophone of “Yushan”, which pertains to famous 

Yushan National Park, an important area for bears in Taiwan. An education and outreach project was designed under 
the theme “Bears love E. Sun”. The framework and content of the project was designed by the education and outreach 

During the promotion of “Let’s have fun with Formosan black bears,” 
a bear talk was given by a bear specialist to the public in a bookstore. 
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Rising Water and Shifting Sands: Adaptive Bear Conservation 
in Northern Laos 
(supported by an IBA Research and Conservation grant)

Brian Crudge
Research Programme Manager
Free the Bears
Email: research@freethebears.org

Matt Hunt
Co-Chair, Captive Bears Expert Team and Member, Sun Bear 
Expert Teams
Chief Executive
Free the Bears
Email: matt@freethebears.org

Phianxay Xiongyiadang
MSc Student, National University of Laos
Email: pxiongyiadang@wcs.org

Lorraine Scotson
Member, Asiatic Black bear, Sun bear and Trade in Bear Parts 
Expert Teams
PhD Candidate, University of Minnesota
Email: scotsonuk@gmail.com

In the November 2012 issue of International Bear News (IBN), our article “Dismantling the “Wall of Death”” highlighted 
concerns over wire snare hunting methods targeting Asiatic black bears (Ursus thibetanus) and Sun bears (Helarctos 
malayanus) within a National Protected Area (NPA) in north-western Laos (Scotson and Hunt 2012). Here we provide a follow 
up to those early efforts, summarising our adaptive strategy to bear conservation in Northern Laos’ ever-changing and often 
unpredictable environment.

committee of TBBCA. The project had three components: (1) design of an ecological education table game about Taiwan 
black bears based on integrated cognitive process and peer learning theory, (2) development of 4 sets of curricula about 
bear conservation for different school grades, and (3) 30 events of on-campus interpretation run by trained volunteers. 
This project did not bring any finances into the TBBCA, but its educational value has been immense, and has established 
a strong foundation for further education in future. Moreover, through the intensive participation of the company staff in 
the on-campus outreach activities, precious experience of cooperation has accumulated. Mutual trust and appreciation 
has thus been established for follow-up fundraising or cooperation. Thus, this case differs from others. We are currently 
discussing a new 3-year outreach project about citizen scientists of indigenous communities for wildlife monitoring in 
2016.

International bear logos linking up: mechanical engineering company
The TBBCA’s logo is a bear named “Heybo”. Through our engagement with various businesses, several other logos 

were also created, such as “V Bear”, “Kiehl’s Bear,” “Friends Cultural & Creative Bear”, and “Yushan-bear.” But we also seek 
cooperation opportunities with international companies that already have bear logos. The German mechanical engineer-
ing company Wurth Taiwan Co., Ltd. has a red bear logo. We cooperated with this company to add our logo onto their 
merchandise. A donation to TBBCA is made with each purchase. Most importantly, we attach an information card with 
bear conservation messages and a photo on each product, which is then circulated in both Taiwan and Germany. This 
cooperation has opened doors for overseas transmission of bear messages.

Conclusion
With regard to an NGO’s mission, TBBCA emphasizes vertical integration of research, education, and public benefit, using 

business administration concepts.  Public benefits can create resources, which will then benefit research and education.  
The resources that TBBCA has received from engaging businesses in 2015 have exceeded the total yearly budget for bear 
conservation from government. The TBBCA has become the only conservation entity in Taiwan 
advancing bear conservation. In the future we plan to expand the species conservation scope 
to include other endangered fauna; this will bring into full play the umbrella species role of the 
Asiatic black bear in Taiwan. This expansion should also help maintain our funding as well. We 
believe that the credibility built from engaging businesses over the past few years can be used 
eventually to attract funding from other sources, helping fulfill our conservation aim.

 Conservation
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In 2012, during surveys to establish baselines of bear abundance 

and distribution in Nam Kan NPA, we discovered an advanced 
system of snare-line fences designed to target bears and other 
large terrestrial mammals. Following the discovery of this method 
of hunting in Nam Kan NPA, a specific snare patrol in the area from 
28th June to 1st July 2012 collected a total of 183 snares from six 
snare-lines up to 1 km long (Scotson and Hunt 2012).  Noting that 
the longer this newly introduced method of hunting was allowed 
to continue the more widespread it was likely to become and the 
more difficult it would be to tackle, Timmins and Duckworth (2013) 
recommend that the toughest possible action be taken to eradicate 
the practice.

Amid growing concerns, a joint initiative was launched between 
Free the Bears, Bokeo Provincial Office of Natural Resource and 
Environment, Bokeo Department of Forest Inspections and the 
National University of Laos. Our primary aim was to establish regular 
snare collection patrols within the NPA in order to deter hunting. A 
secondary objective was to test the efficiency of using community-
led snare patrols versus ranger-led patrols.   

We concentrated patrols in the peak hunting season (July-
September). The community team was assigned broadly to visit 
each sample grid using local knowledge to identify areas where 
snaring was likely to occur. The ranger team was given fixed patrol 
plans, targeting one sample grid per patrol and tasked with visit-
ing as many 2×2 km cells as possible within a 7-day patrol. Patrol 
efficiency was measured by the number of kilometres 
walked daily and by the number of snares collected and 
length fencing destroyed. All patrols were monitored by 
Free the Bears’ Lao MSc scholarship student, Phianxay 
Xionyiadang, as part of his Biology Masters degree stud-
ies with the National University of Laos. 

Our efforts resulted in >1000 snares being removed 
from Nam Kan NPA within three years. Although the 
number of snares encountered during the patrols 
decreased each year, in 2014 the patrol teams recorded 
a dramatic increase in logging compared with previous 
years. We discovered that development of a hydropower 
dam close to the study area was being planned. As this 
discovery introduced a lot of uncertainty in the future of 
Nam Kan NPA it was decided to proceed with caution. 
In 2015, patrols were scaled back and efforts focused on 
gathering information on the extent of NPA displace-
ment, through flooding and community relocation, that 
will occur in the coming years.

The hydropower dam remains in the planning 
stage, no satisfactory environmental or social impact 
assessments are available at this point, and it is unclear 
whether or not construction will commence. As Laos 
strives for economic development the hydropower 
industry is booming, with constant growing demand 
from neighbouring Thailand, Vietnam and China. How-
ever, concerns have been raised over the development 
of hydropower projects in Laos, citing poor planning, 
inadequate compensation and mitigation measures, and a lack of capacity for monitoring the social and environmental im-
pacts (Lawrence 2008). Hydropower development in Laos has been linked to logging, both legal and illegal. A large amount 

P. Xiongyiadang (centre) on a logging road cut through 
the forest en route to the patrol site in Nam Kan NPA.
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Map of proposed electricity network in Bokeo Province, Laos. 
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of logging in recent years has occurred in inundation zones of proposed hydropower dams and it has been suggested that 
some projects are used as fronts for logging operations (Lawrence 2008, Baird 2010, Smirnov 2015).  

Although no specific plan exists, concessions have been granted to two logging companies to extract timber from out-
side and inside Nam Kan NPA in the proposed inundation zone. Logging roads flooding, and clearing forest for transmission 
lines, will increase accessibility to the protected area for illegal loggers and hunters. Some species are reportedly extirpated 
from the areas disturbed by logging and no deer or pig footprints were observed in 2015 (Xiongyiadang pers.obs.). 

2015 also saw a sharp rise in the number of bear cubs rescued in Northern Laos. With eight bears rescued in under eight 
weeks, it was the most bears ever rescued by Free the Bears in Laos in a single calendar year. In Meung District alone, the site 
of Nam Kan NPA, there are unofficial reports of 20 bear cubs being caught in 2015. If accurate, this large number is possibly 
attributable to a number of factors, including increased forest access, the growth of the bear bile industry in Laos (Living-
stone and Shepherd 2014), and a thriving market for illegal wildlife products in the nearby Special Economic Zone (EIA 2015).

      Asiatic black bears confiscated or relinquished to Free the Bears in Laos during 2015.

FTB # Sex Rescue date Age at Arrival Province

Laos Rescue 32 Female 19th August 2015 6 years Luang Namtha

Laos Rescue 33 Male 27th September 2015 6 months Luang Prabang

Laos Rescue 34 Female 27th September 2015 5-6 months Luang Prabang

Laos Rescue 35 Female 2nd October 2015 4-5 months Houaphan

Laos Rescue 36 Female 2nd October 2015 4-5 months Houaphan

Laos Rescue 37 Female 8th November 2015 18 months Bokeo

Laos Rescue 38 Male 10th November 2015 7-8 months Phongsali

Laos Rescue 39 Female 10th November 2015 7-8 months Phongsali

Given the high degree of uncertainty about the long-term prospects of Nam Kan NPA, coupled with the already high 
level of poaching and sanctioned habitat degradation, we must once again adapt our strategy to address these new threats 
to wild bear populations whilst simultaneously stretching already limited financial and human resources in order to cope 
with a sudden and unexpected 30% increase in the number of rescued bears living in our Tat Kuang Si Bear Rescue Centre.
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Guamito, the Andean Bear (Tremarctos ornatus) Rescued in Lara 
State - Venezuela
Leonel Ovalle Moleiro, M.V.
División de Manejo y Salud Animal
Parque Zoológico y Botánico Bararida
Barquisimeto, Lara – Venezuela

Imarú Lameda-Camacaro, MSc.
Programa Integral para la Conservación del Oso Frontino en el Estado Lara – PICOSO
Parque Zoológico y Botánico Bararida
Barquisimeto, Lara – Venezuela
Email: imarulameda@gmail.com

Since 2003 the Programa Integral para la Conservación del Oso Frontino en el Estado Lara (PICOSO, english translation: 
Integral Plan for Andean Bear Conservation), has been developed in Lara State, Venezuela. Bararida Zoo and Botanical Park 
(BZBP) coordinate the plan’s development and carry out management, protection and educational activities on behalf 
of bear conservation in the region. As part of the activities taking place within PICOSO, on March 2, 2015, veterinarians at 
BZBP were convened by the Public Ministry to be part of a team that would address the sighting report of an Andean bear 
(Tremarctos ornatus) at El Guamito community in the Río Amarillo Sector, Municipality of Iribarren, Lara State.

The team was formed from Bolivarian National Guard (Environmental Guard-GUARDEAM) officials, the Public Ministry, 
and BZBP veterinarian, Leonel Ovalle. Late in the night, the group arrived at BZBP to pick up the equipment required to 
restrain and handle the bear. On our way to El Guamito, we met GUARDEAM staff and local people who first reported the 
sighting.  We also contacted authorities, support organizations and about 25 local people willing to cooperate in the search, 
All were experts on the area trails and routes. The team arrived at the site around 11:45 pm.

Once we were on the other side of the Bucaral River, we started searching because the bear was no longer where he had 
previously been seen laying. People who reported the occur-
rence said the bear seemed weak and that it had worms in its 
face. Several small groups searched throughout the area, but 
were unsuccessful due to the darkness. 

For this reason, we coordinated a new search very early in 
the morning on the next day. Local people were instructed 
about holding and restraining the bear if necessary, or 
tracking it while the rescue team traveled to the site. People 
from the village were concerned about the bear and wanted 
to help. One of the villagers said he had experience injecting 
deworming drugs in cattle, so a loaded syringe was left for 
the bear and the man was instructed to apply worm-killing 
ointment on bear’s face using a long stick. The team left the 
area heading for Barquisimeto around 3:30 am on March 3, 
2015.

On Tuesday, March 3, 2015, the Public Ministry was in-
formed of an authorized capture of the Andean bear in the 
area. The entire rescue team was called again. This team 
included Dr. Ovalle and researcher Imarú Lameda-Camacaro, 
both professionals of BZBP, who were accompanied by 
representatives of the Environmental Guard and officials 
of the Ministry of Popular Power, NGO representatives and 
university rangers, who went back to the area, arriving in the 
afternoon at the site where the bear was found.

The rescue team found the Andean bear tied down by 
the villagers. Dr. Ovalle used a dart to put the animal under 
general anesthesia and performed a medical survey accord-
ing to protocols. He found the bear to be undernourished. 

Guamito, the Andean bear rescued when it 
was found by the rescue team.
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The presence of worms was due to the large quantity of pellets 
that had been shot into its face. The animal had been wandering 
around the area in those conditions for more than a week. After 
giving first aid treatment to the bear, it was placed in a safety 
cage and prepared for transfer to BZBP in Barquisimeto City. This 
organization has room, quarantine, medical facilities, and profes-
sional staff to take care of the animal.

Once there, the bear was held in quarantine, and had weekly 
medical cleaning of its face to treat the infection and presence 
of worms caused by the buckshot. The bear was measured and  
weighed, blood samples and X- rays were also taken. 

The local people decided to call the bear “Guamito” after the 
community name. It is important to remark that this is the first 
time the species is reported in the area (Rio Amarillo) and the local 
people expressed concern about deforestation, slash and burn, 
and agricultural expansion in the upper area of the Bucaral river 
basin.

Currently, “Guamito” the rescued Andean bear lives in Bar-
rida Zoo and Botanical Park. It gained 16kg during the last three 
months. An eye examination determined the animal had become 
blind because of the buckshot. It is approximately one and a half 
years old.

“Guamito” is the second bear rescued in Lara 
state during the last 15 years. We strongly recom-
mend the further development of activities to 
promote conservation of the Andean bear and its 
habitats. With these efforts we hope to prevent 

conflicts between humans and wildlife. Also, we recommend developing national protocols and procedures 
to guide these kinds of activities.

Retaliatory Asiatic Black Bear (Ursus thibetanus) Killings in District 
Mansehra, Pakistan
Muhammad Awais 
M. Phil Researcher studying human-wildlife conflict 
management
Department of Wildlife Management
PMAS-Arid Agriculture University
Rawalpindi, Pakistan

Muhammad Faique Khan
Divisional Forest Officer
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Wildlife Department
Pakistan 

Iftikhar-uz-Zamman
Divisional Forest Officer
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Wildlife Department
Pakistan 

Two of eight species of bears are found in Pakistan including Asiatic black bear (Ursus thibetanus) and Brown bear (U. 
arctos) (Roberts, 1997), and family Ursidae is represented in the fauna of Pakistan by 3 subspecies viz. Baluchistan black bear 
(U. t. gedrosianus), Asiatic black bear (U. t. laniger) and Himalayan brown bear (U. a. isalbellinus) (Abbas et al., 2015). 

In District Mansehra, the species is found in Kaghan and Siran Forest Divisions. It is believed to have witnessed a sharp 
decline but at present no supportive data is available. Although being a protected animal, enlisted in the third schedule of 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Wildlife and Biodiversity (Protection, Preservation, Conservation and Management) Act, 2015, human 
population growth, habitat loss, degradation, killing out of excitement, poaching, and human-bear conflict are key conser-
vation challenges. 

 Human-Bear Conflicts

X ray Images of Guamito, the Andean bear rescued. 
Note: the white dots in the image are pellets in the 

animal´s face. 
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The main financial activi-

ties of people in Kaghan and 
Siran forest divisions of the 
district are agriculture and 
livestock rearing. This is in no 
way a good source to gener-
ate enough revenue or food 
for the people. So to over-
come this, people engage 
in illegal cutting of forests, 
collection of non-timber 
forest products (NTFPs) and 
other activities that destroy 
wildlife and protected areas, 
ultimately destroying bear 
habitat. Apart from this, the 
forest department is focused 
on timber management, as 
the silvicultural operations are 
recommended and practiced 
with a view of getting more 
and more timber. In such 
operations, bear protection 
as well as expansion is fully 
ignored. All these factors led 
to human-bear conflict in 
November 2015; the bloodiest 
one for bears in the Mansehra 
district as 8 bears were brutally 
killed. While the Mansehra’s 
picturesque green hills and 
forests of the region are a 
natural habitat for the species, 
co-existence for man and 
wildlife has been anything but 
peaceful here.

On Nov 12, 2015, a female black bear and her cub wandered into Jabori village (Siran Valley) and attacked various people 
and school children, fortunately with no injuries but resulting in a chase that ended with the mother being shot in a house. 
Her cub was later killed in a field. On Nov 09, 2015, another female black bear in Hungrai village (Kaghan Valley) was killed 
by locals when it entered a pen and injured a sheep. In a fit of rage, villagers chased the bear and pounded her with gunfire 
and sticks. On Nov 08, 2015, a bear family of 4 was cruelly killed when they entered Paras village (Kaghan Valley). Villagers 
put down 2 black bears and 2 cubs to avenge the brutal mauling of village boy Sajid and his mother. Another bear (date of 
incident unknown in November, 2015, Kaghan Valley) was killed by people in the area with sticks and gunfire when it came 
down from a nearby mountain.

After those incidents, Mansehra Wildlife Division started an education awareness campaign in the communities and 
particularly in the schools. 

Some of the key messages of the campaign are that:
• Bears normally do not attack people; they usually avoid people;
• People should avoid moving through bear habitat, but if it is urgent, travel in groups and make a lot of noise and pay 

attention to surroundings;
• Children should not go outside alone in bear habitat. They must be accompanied by guarding men while going or 

coming back from school;
• Bears only attack in self-defense, therefore, it is highly recommended to avoid provoking them;

(left, top to bottom) Skins of bear family of 4 (photo: Muhammad Awais); 1 of 4 bear family, female 
killed in Paras (photo: Muhammad Awais); Sajid injured by bear in Paras, Kaghan Valley (photo: 
Muhammad Faique Khan).

(right, top to bottom) Female bear killed in Hungari village, Kaghan valley; Cubs killed in Paras, Kaghan 
Valley (both photos: Muhammad Awais).
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• If a bear is occasionally seen in a human settlements, it doesn’t mean that the animal needs to be captured. 
• Killing a bear could lead to increased conflict as the space vacated by a killed animal will soon be occupied by another 

animal and is natural;
• Better sanitation measures including proper garbage disposal in villages and towns is necessary to not attract bears;
• Proper toilet facilities in the villages would go a long way in lessening incidences of accidental encounters with bears;
• Farmers should build strong bear-proof livestock sheds. There should be proper light provisioning in the sheds at night 

to avoid conflict; and
• Herders/Shepherds should keep trained guarding/barking dogs to protect their stock from bear attacks.

Literature Cited
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The brown bear and black bear in Pakistan have been categorized as critically endangered and vulnerable, respectively 
(Sheikh and Molur, 2004), and information on their distribution and status is patchy (Nawaz, 2007). Brown bears in northern 
Kashmir are restricted to the Neelum Valley and Athmakam district (Nawaz, 2007). Black bears are found in the Neelum Val-
ley, Jhelum Valley, district Bagh, and Machiara National Park, Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) (Dar, 2006). 

Bear populations in Pakistan are probably connected to those in India to the east, China to the north, and Afghanistan to 
the west. Gurez valley was indicated as a point of contact between the Indian and Pakistani populations. Although fencing 
on the Indian border restricts movement, the chance of crossings cannot be ignored. Military presence and border tensions 
restrict all other human activities on the Line of Control (LoC), which suggests less use of natural resources in these areas 
(Nawaz, 2007). 

MDNP (34.731456° N, 74.786682° E; 52,816 hectares), established in 2007, is situated to the northeast of Muzaffarabad, 
AJK’s capital. Elevation ranges from 1,942 m – 4,968 m above sea level. The Park is located along the LoC between Pakistan 
and India and is bounded by the Qammary Heights in north Astor and the LoC to the east. The Neelum River (Kishan Ganga 
River) divides the Park into two parts and human populations reside on both sides. There was a serious human-carnivore 
conflict that had never before been assessed in detail. This work represents the first detailed study on bears and other 
carnivore species in Musk Deer National Park (MDNP) in the Neelum Valley district of AJK. Major study objectives were to:

• Assess the status and distribution of black and brown bears using multiple methods;
• Identify conflicts between local communities and bears;
• Build stakeholder capacity.

Human-carnivore interaction surveys
Human-carnivore interaction surveys were conduct-

ed in Gurez Valley in May–June, 2014. Semi-structured 
questionnaires were used by experienced Snow Leop-
ard Foundation (SLF) field staff at the household level. 
Necessary information, such as bear/large carnivore 
sightings, livestock killed by carnivores in 2013, commu-
nity perceptions and attitude was collected. A total of 
149 households were surveyed in 18 villages. An equal 
proportion was selected from each village (i.e. approx. 
5% of total households).

Camera trapping
Camera trapping was conducted with scent stations 

Conducting human-carnivore interaction survey in MDNP, 2014.
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Map of study area, Musk Deer National Park, Azad Jammu and Kashmir.

Camera placement in Musk Deer Nation Park (Google Earth map).
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in MDNP from 11 May, 
2014–26 June, 2014. 
Forty ReconyxTM (HC500 
HyperfireTM and PC900 
HyperfireTM; Reconyx, 
Holmen, Wisconsin, USA) 
cameras were deployed 
in different watersheds 
of MDNP. Unfortunately, 
four cameras were 
stolen and could not 
be recovered. The 
remaining 36 cameras 
were active for a total of 
1,025 trap nights. Castor 
based lure was used 
at stations to attract 
the animals. The study 
area was divided into 
zones based on natural 
watershed boundaries. 
Camera trapping photos 
were used to assess the 
status of bears in several 
blocks. A very low cap-
ture and recapture rate 
did not allow any further 
analysis but the data was 
used to confirm the presence of brown bears in several watersheds.

Status of bears by local people
Local people were asked about sightings of bears and other carnivorous species such as snow leopards, common 

leopards, wolves, and lynx. The annual sighting rate of black bears (3.28) was reported to be the highest among all animals 
observed. Other species like wolves (1.81), brown bears (1.72), snow leopards (0.50), common leopards (0.32), and lynx (0.20) 
were recorded in lower numbers.

Respondents were also asked to guess the status of these species using the categories, ‘common’, ‘rare’, and ‘absent’. 
‘Common’ dominated in the case of black bears (82% of respondents). This was followed by wolf (72%) and brown bear 
(69%). 

Status of bears by camera traps
Thirty-six cameras remained active in the field for 1,025 trap nights and captured 85,135 photos. Brown bear photos 

were captured at three camera stations on seven different occasions. One station captured a photo of two brown bears at 
the same time. Unfortunately, the majority of the brown bear photos were poor quality, therefore further analysis was not 
possible. However, the photos were used to confirm the presence of brown bears and calculate capture rate. Capture rate of 
brown bear was calculated at 0.68. Black bears were not photographed at any camera stations during this study, which may 
be have been because black bears typically visit the area in late summer and our study was conducted in spring. 

Livestock losses due to bears
Respondents reported 817 livestock losses due to depredation and disease during the last year. Carnivores were held 

responsible for 276 livestock losses. According to local people, brown bears accounted for 72 (26%) livestock killings, and 
black bears 47 (17%). The most favorable prey species for brown bears was sheep, which accounted for 63% of total killings. 
The corresponding figures for goats, cattle, yaks, and others were 25%, 8%, 1%, and 3%, respectively. Black bears preyed on 
sheep (40%), goats (40%), cattle (13%), and other (9%). There were no reports of yak killings by black bears. Predation was 
seen to be higher in the summer and lower in the spring and winter. Autumn was also favored by brown bears (33% preda-

Map of MDNP showing camera stations and brown bear capture locations.
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tion). By contrast, the figure for black bear predation in autumn 
was just 19%. It was also observed that both bear species favored 
adult animals over juveniles. In addition, females were attacked 
more often than were males.

Economic losses due to bears
Brown bears accounted for 26% of total livestock killings, which 

resulted in a loss of US$6,285 (US$42 per household). Black bears 
accounted for 17% of killings and economic losses of US$5,058 
(US$34 per household). 

Brown bears and black bears were the only carnivores held 
responsible for crop damages in the area. Brown bears were 
responsible for crop damage of US$ 40 (US$ 6 per household). An 
even higher figure was attributed to black bears the previous year 
(US$15,490 [US$104 per household]).

Human attitudes and perception 
Local people’s views of the presence of carnivores were classified into two categories; positive and negative. People 

expressed negative views about black bears (113) and brown bears (108). 
Respondents were asked to assign a number from 1 to 6 (low to high) to 6 predators on the basis of the intensity of 

danger to their livestock. Average responses revealed wolves (4.8) to be the most dangerous predator, followed by brown 
bears (3.9), black bears (3.4), snow leopards (3.4), common leopards (2.1), and lynx (0.2).

Conclusion and recommendations
Camera trapping confirmed the presence brown bears, but not black bears. However, questionnaire surveys strongly 

support the presence of black bears. We concluded on the basis of sighting reports, livestock losses, crop damages, etc., that 
black bears visit the area in late summer when temperatures rise and crops have matured. The people of the valley ex-
pressed strong negative perceptions of predators due to the heavy livestock and crop losses. The scenario was even worse 
in the case of bears as both species were found to be involved in crop damages, adding to economic losses. Camera trap-
ping results revealed that brown bears were usually restricted close to the LoC between Pakistan and India. The LoC is the 
most suitable and safe habitat for brown bears and other wild animals as human activity is low due to army restrictions in 
the area. This also showed that there are strong chances of bear movement across the border. This was the first time camera 
trapping and human-carnivore interaction surveys were implemented in MDNP. Further extensive study is recommended to 
determine the status of the black and brown bear. Moreover, an accurate and regular record should be kept of all livestock 
killings and crop damages. Finally, we suggest that there should be a compensation or insurance program to cover local 
people’s economic losses.
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In India, the Himalayan brown bear Ursus arctos isabellinus is distributed in the subalpine and alpine regions (3,000m to 
5,000m) of the Greater Himalaya and in some parts of the Trans-Himalaya (Sathyakumar 2001, 2006). It is distributed in the 
States of Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand, and the potential brown bear distribution range in India 
is estimated to be about 36,000 km2 of which 28,000 km2 is in the north-western and western Himalayan region and 8,800 
km2 is in the trans-Himalayan region of Ladakh (Sathyakumar and Qureshi 2003). The brown bear habitats are mostly the 
alpine scrub or tree line vegetation, alpine meadows, glacial moraines, barren slopes, and occasionally the subalpine oak-
rhododendron and conifer forests where their range overlaps with that of the Asiatic black bear (Ursus thibetanus).

Distribution of the brown bear in the western Himalaya has been confirmed through sightings, signs and photographic 
evidences from Jammu and Kashmir (Sathyakumar and Qureshi 2003) and from Himachal Pradesh (Rathore 2008, Maheswari 
and Sharma 2010). However, in the State of Uttarakhand, although there were reports of brown bear based on sightings and 
signs, there was no photographic evidence until now. Brown bear presence has been reported from Govind National Park 
(NP), Gangotri NP and adjacent areas by local people and State Forest Department officials. Similarly, Brown bear sightings 
and signs have been recorded in Kedarnath Wildlife Sanctuary, Valley of Flowers NP, Khiron Valley and Kagbhushandi Tal 
areas of Nanda Devi Biosphere Reserve, Chamoli District of Uttarakhand (Sathyakumar et al. 2012). Here we present the 
details of the first photographic evidence of a Himalayan brown bear from the State of Uttarakhand. 

As a part of a long term monitoring project (“Assessment and Monitoring of Climate Change Effects on Wildlife Species 
and Ecosystems for Developing Adaptation and Mitigation Strategies in the Indian Himalayan Region”) funded by the 
Department of Science and Technology, Government of India, the Wildlife Institute of India is currently carrying out camera 

trapping in Bhagirathi 
basin to document the 
mammalian diversity 
along the altitude gradi-
ent of 500–5000m. In 
this process, the entire 
Bhagirathi basin was 
subdivided into 38 cells 
of 256 km2 (16 km x 16 
km), equal to the aver-
age home range of the 
largest mammal found in 
the area — the Hima-
layan brown bear. Each 
of these 38 cells were 
further subdivided into 4 
x 4-km grids and camera 
units are being deployed 
in at least 3 such small 
grids within each 256-
km2 cell.  Camera trap 
deployment was initiated 
in October 2015 in the 
upper catchment of the 

Distribution of Himalayan brown 
bear in India highlighting the Bha-
girathi basin in Uttarakhand State, 

Govind and Gangotri National Parks, 
and camera trap locations along 

with the location of the first Hima-
layan brown bear photo capture in 

this state.
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Bhagirathi basin that encompasses the brown bear distributional range (3,000 – 5,000 m). The habitats covered through 
camera trapping so far include trans-Himalayan cold and arid zones, glacial moraines, alpine scrub vegetation, moist alpine 
meadows, sub-alpine “tree-line” forest and upper temperate conifer forest. The monitoring of these camera units started in 
December and some interesting photo-captures of trans-Himalayan mammals have been recorded, including: snow leopard 
(Panthera uncia), grey wolf (Canis lupus), blue sheep (Pseudoyis nayaur) and mountain weasel (Mustela altaica). Among the 
52 camera units monitored so far, one in Harshil- Kyarkoti (elevation 3,651 m) in the “tree line” mixed conifer forests captured 
an adult Himalayan Brown Bear on 12 Oct 2015 at 18:46. Sex could not be identified. The camera was in working condition 
until mid-November but there were no recaptures, possibly due to the onset of the hibernation period.

Indirect evidence of the Himalayan brown bear is quite frequent in the adjacent Govind NP (above 3200 m in alpine and 
tree line areas).  The present camera trap location is connected to high altitude alpine meadows of Govind NP through high 
altitude passes. Thus this area may be a corridor for large mammal movement (especially Himalayan brown bear) between 
2 very important high altitude Protected Areas of Uttarakhand, Govind NP and Gangotri NP. We expect more interesting 
information on the brown bear in this area as the camera trapping continues. 

Scientific information on brown bears in northern India is scanty and limited to a few status and conflict surveys 
(Sathyakumar 2001, Sathyakumar and Qureshi 2003, Maheshwari and Sharma 2010) and an intensive study on brown bear 
habitat use and human conflicts (Rathore 2008). Information on known distribution of brown bears in forest divisions of the 
three Himalayan States is available and a conservation action plan has been formulated (Sathyakumar et al. 2012). 
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Sloth bears are an iconic species of Chitwan National Park, Nepal.  They are known to make seasonal movements between 
the Churia Hills and floodplains of the Rapti and Narayani Rivers (Joshi et al. 1995). They were well studied in Chitwan during 
1990s but their status in recent years is unknown. It is believed that the population of sloth bears is increasing in Chitwan 
based on frequent sightings and bear attacks on humans (Bishnu Lama, NTNC chief wildlife technician, pers. comm.). Sloth 
bears are also captured frequently in camera traps, which are deployed to study tigers (Dhakal et al. 2014). 

Density and abundance estimates of sloth bears is a challenging task due to their elusive nature and difficulty in iden-
tifying individually. Population trend can be assessed through their signs (scats, tracks, feeding sign, markings on trees) 
(Garshelis et al. 1999). Likewise, opportunistic sightings may also provide an indication of population trend. Here we present 
opportunistic sightings of sloth bears recorded during rhinoceros (Rhinoceros unicornis) surveys in 2015 (DNPWC 2015). 

Rhino survey blocks in lowlands of Chitwan National Park, Nepal, buffer zone and surrounding forest area.
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Block-wise sighting record and encounter rate of sloth bears during rhino
                survey in Chitwan National Park, Nepal, 2015.

Survey 
block

Area 
(km2)

Total length of 
transect (km) Sightings Individuals

Encounter rate 
per 100-km 

transect

1 29.2 374.5 2 2 0.51

2 37.3 412.6 3 5 1.21

3 81.5 754.6 1 1 0.13

4 58.2 462.3 8 12 2.60

5 34.6 439.0 7 9 2.05

6 29.9 313.5 2 2 0.64

7 31.9 330.8 3 6 1.81

8 30.7 687.6 1 1 0.14

9 19.7 212.3 0 0 0

10 17.2 473.7 0 0 0

11 35.9 746.3 0 0 0

12 14.4 497.8 0 0 0

13 19.7 284.1 0 0 0

14 40.0 407.8 1 1 0.25

15 20.0 275.1 0 0 0

16 37.0 250.6 0 0 0

17 20.8 184.4 0 0 0

Total 562 7107 28 39 0.55

Methods
Surveys were conducted in potential rhino 

habitats (562-km2 area in the floodplains of 
Rapti, Reu and Narayani Rivers) in Chitwan 
National Park, buffer zone forests including 
Barandabhar protected forest and community 
forests under District Forest Office, Chitwan. 
The survey area was divided into 17 blocks and 
each block was swept in a day using parallel 
strip transects from elephant-back. A group 
of 34 elephants was lined up at the beginning 
of the block, and traversed 10–15 km across 
the block at 1–2 km/hour at a spacing of 50 m 
in forest and 100–200 m in grasslands.  This 
yielded complete coverage of each block (more 
detailed methodology in DNPWC [2009] and 
Subedi et al. [2013]). The survey was conducted 
during April 11 – May 2, 2015. A trained ob-
server sat on each elephant’s back to count 
and record rhinos and other animals. During 
such intensive sweeping many other animals 
were also observed. This year, we recorded the 
sightings of sloth bears, along with GPS loca-
tions. Communication (by radio) with adjacent 
transects was done immediately after recording 
a sloth bear sighting to avoid double counting. 

Results and Discussion
Sloth bears 

were found 
widely distrib-
uted in Chitwan: 
they were 
observed in 9 of 
17 survey blocks 
(table, above). 
Most sightings 
(20 of 28) were of 
single animals, 
but 5 were of 2 
animals together 
and 3 were of 3 
animals (most 
groups were 
females with off-
spring).  A total 
of 39 animals 
were recorded 
in the 562-km2 
search area.  
Survey blocks 
had 184–754 km 
(mean ~400 km) 
of transects, and 

Parallel tracks of elephants, each with a driver and observer, moving across survey block to count 
rhinos and bears (note: 2 sweeps were done of block 8 due to a high density of rhinos).  
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encounter rates 
varied from 
0.13–2.6 sloth 
bears per 100 
km.

Sloth bear 
sightings were 
highest in the 
Central and 
Eastern sectors: 
the highest was 
in block 4 (58 
km2), where 8 
sightings of 12 
animals were 
recorded. Joshi 
et al. (1995), 
who conducted 
a radio telem-
etry study of 
sloth bears in 
Chitwan NP, 
also described 
this area as having a high density of sloth bears. 

Whereas the block count method yielded very similar 
estimates of rhinos as mark–resight estimates and tallies of 
individually-identified animals (Subedi et al. 2013), we assume 
that we undercounted sloth bears because it was a secondary 
task during the rhino count and there was a lot of noise from 
elephants and observers during count (DNPWC 2009), so some 
sloth bears likely fled before detection. Certainly the number of 
sloth bears seen does not represent the entire sloth bear popula-
tion in this area, but it represents a baseline index that can be 
used to assess population trend in the future. 
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The Ursids are known to occasionally prey on their congeners. Adult bears may 
kill cubs or unrelated juveniles and use them as a food resource or to stimulate 
the estrus after the female has lost its progeny (Swenson et al. 1997, Derocher and 
Wiig 1999, Karamanlidis et al. 2015). In extended periods of food deprivation, large 
males may kill and consume other bears of any size, sex, or gender. There is one 
reported case of cannibalism for the Andean bear, involving a radio-collared bear 
that was shot when it was seen feeding in a cornfield. The bear ran away and died 
in the forest, and then was devoured by several bears. This conclusion was made 
upon seeing diverse sizes of footprints, feces, and platforms or tree nests around 
the carcass (Castellanos 2006). 

Here we report a second case of cannibalism in this species.  On July 1, 2015, 
after a process of rehabilitation, we released a 1.5 year-old female named “Cosan-
ga” near the Chalpi River paramo (high altitude grassland) of the Cayambe-Coca 
National Park, Ecuador. This was the 21st rehabbed bear that we have returned to 
the wild since 1995. 

On September 15, we received inactivity signals for 2 days straight from Co-
sanga’s radio collar. We rapidly headed to its location, and found its remains within 
trampled vegetation and bushes in an approximate 150-m2 area. This scene was 
similar to ones we’ve found many times when bears attacked cattle (Castellanos 
2002). Huge footprints left by the perpetrator and voluminous feces left beside the 
skeleton makes us believe they belong to a large male bear. We also found other 
footprints and small feces around the attack site, suggesting that the carrion was 
consumed by smaller bears, as previously reported by Castellanos (2006).

Intraspecific depredation or cannibalism is a rarely-observed and little under-
stood behavior in bears (Davis and Harestad 1996, McLellan 2005, Stirling and Ross 
2011). This behavior may be more common in Andean bears than indicated by the 
paucity of reports because it is unlikely to be observed without radiocollars. 
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Cosanga, a subadult female Andean bear, 
in rehab enclosure.
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After attending the Western Black Bear Workshop in Alberta in May 2015, giving a presentation about the International 
Bear Association (IBA) Management Committee, and having some great conversation with colleagues about the IBA and 
past meetings, I was thinking that it might be beneficial to have an IBN article that revisits how the IBA was formed. This can 
give new members and old some appreciation for what took place and who was involved with the formation of the IBA. I 
think it’s good to look back every now and then to remember the past as we blaze a new path forward. Al LeCount pub-
lished a standout manuscript titled History of the IBA, 1968-1998 in Ursus 11 and did an outstanding job documenting the 
IBA’s chronology. My hope was that I could not only remind International Bear News (IBN) readers of Al’s article, but maybe 
add to it by contacting a couple of the folks that were there in the late 1960’s and were part of the process: Dr. Michael 
Pelton, from the US, and Dr. Steven Herrero, from Canada. These two trailblazers have been involved with bears and IBA for 
many, many decades but no longer serve on the IBA Council or Committees they helped establish. In my mind they can’t be 
recognized enough for their outstanding and pioneering work.

In our conversations, both gentlemen mentioned that the 1st meeting was in 1968, organized by Art Pearson, and held 
in Whitehorse, Yukon Territory. No organizational name was used; it was just a group of bear biologists getting together to 
talk about the critter and how best to manage it. There were 49 attendees at the meeting (19 from Canada, 17 from Alaska, 
13 from other US States). Dr. Pelton stated that this meeting is usually cited as an informal small workshop since there were 
no peer reviews or invitations to a broader audience outside the immediate “bear-arena”. In his explanation, Dr. Herrero 
kiddingly mentioned that he is the only Canadian still on this earth from that meeting, which ceremoniously makes him the 
“last one standing”. Both stated there were, of course, no PowerPoint presentations or graphics used and that attendees 
basically sat around tables and just discussed bears; management and research were the focus right off the bat. Many at-
tendees paid their own way, but agencies and universities encouraged their attendance. 

Two years later in 1970 the second meeting was organized by Dr. Herrero. It was the first time the title International 
Conference on Bear Research and Management was used. There was an interesting story behind the “international” title 
and how it came about. Steve mentioned that as he started planning for the meeting he quickly realized that start-up 
funds would be desperately needed. So he approached the administration at University of Calgary for support. They said 
according to their rules the only way they could fund such a venture was if the meeting was an international one. Steve of 
course said it absolutely was international because folks from the U.S. would be in attendance. However, the administra-
tion disagreed, since all would be from North America and attendees from other continents would need to attend to truly 
make it international. Steve assured them there would be international attendees, so the University contributed $1,000. In 
the end, 2 researchers from Russia (down from 6 due to politics within the USSR), 1 from Japan, and 1 from Norway were in 
attendance. The 1970 meeting was also significant as the first time abstract submissions were critiqued prior to being placed 
on the agenda. Research was presented using slides and a carousel and the proceedings were edited (by Steve) and profes-
sionally published. Following the meeting, Steve approached the IUCN for support with additional editing and funds for 
publication and binding. They agreed, and the framework for the conference presentations was established. The document 
was titled The Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Bear Research and Management. The official start of 
documenting these meetings and discussions was born. 

The third meeting, organized by Dr. Pelton, Jack Lentfer, Ed Folk, Cliff Martinka, and others, was held in 1974 and was also 
significant in several ways. First, it was the first dual-meeting, held that year in both New York, USA, and Moscow, Russia 
(The practice of holding dual American and European meetings continued until 1998, when Council established the current 
structure of roughly alternating Eurasian and Americas venues).  Funding was paramount to organizing a conference like 
this and Dr. Pelton, a 10-year member of the American Society of Mammologists (ASM), recognized a potential opportunity. 
That same year, ASM was planning the First International Theriological Congress in Moscow, Russia, so Dr. Pelton asked the 
organizers if the Bear Biology Association (an unofficial title at the time) could piggyback on their meeting. They agreed, so 
from Tennessee, Alaska, and Iowa, the steering committee began organizing. At the last evening session, in the hallway, Dr. 
Pelton called out and asked for a vote on whether to move forward with organizing an official bear association; the vote was 
unanimous and the Bear Biology Association (BBA) was formed. When the proceedings were assembled, official bylaws for 
the newly formed organization were included, written by Chuck Jonkel, Michael Pelton, Jack Lentfer, and Chris Servheen. 
The final reason this meeting was significant is that another product resulted from the gathering; the first newsletter, 
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produced by Jack Lentfer and named the Bear Biology Association Newsletter.  

As LeCount documented in 1999, the title of BBA was officially adopted in 1977 at the fourth meeting, held in Kalispell, 
MT. That was officially changed in 1983 to the one we all know today, the International Association for Bear Research and 
Management, or IBA. The newsletter also went through some name changes over the years; from Bear Biology Association 
Newsletter, to Bear News in 1987, and finally in 1990 to International Bear News. For a much more comprehensive look back 
at the IBA’s history please be sure to read Al’s article in Ursus 11.

In closing, I’d like to thank Mike Pelton and Steve Herrero for sharing their accounts with me, the laughs we had, and for all 
they accomplished and continue to accomplish in their careers; it is very much appreciated by me and count-
less others. Despite their monumental legacy both of these gentlemen are incredibly humble and engaging. 
It made me realize once again that the International Association for Bear Research and Management (IBA) 
is an outstanding organization with some incredibly dedicated members. The amount of expertise that lies 
within our membership is nothing short of impressive and inspiring. The IBA Council, Officers, Committees, 
and members (both past and present) are some pretty standout and respected people, both within and 
beyond “the bear world”. I for one am proud to be a member and always will be. I hope you will too. 
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In the spring 2014 edition of International Bear News, and at the 22nd International Conference on Bear Research and 
Management in Provo, Utah we let managers and researchers know about a field manual we completed titled RESPOND-
ING TO HUMAN-BEAR CONFLICT & CAPTURE AND HANDLING OF BLACK BEARS – A Field Guide for Agency Bear Biologists 
and Officers. After considerable input and revision, we wanted to update readers and let you know that version 3 is now 

complete. This 2016 manual encompasses a collective 38 years of experience 
by the authors and includes sections on: bear behavior; what causes conflicts; 
public messaging and reducing conflicts; field gear for conflict response; 
trapping, capture, handling, marking and collaring of bears; tips for conduct-
ing winter den work; agency messaging; media relationships; ageing bears in 
the field; and responding to bear-livestock conflicts. It also contains a list of 
vendors where bear managers can purchase supplies.

Printed in a convenient 5”x8” size with color photos on cardstock paper, it 
includes a laminated cover and spiral binding that is sturdy enough to allow 
staff to carry the manual with them in their vehicles and in the field. The 
manual is intended to serve as a source of useful information to all profession-
als regardless of experience without imposing on agency policy. The author’s 
benefited greatly from a similar manual written by Al LeCount in 1986, and 
their hope was to provide a similar instructional guide containing information 
not found collectively anywhere else. Although it’s the final version for now, 
we plan on making this a living document and revisiting it as methods and 
technologies change, and as fellow wildlife professionals contribute ideas and 
suggestions.

Thanks to a generous donor the manuals are available at no 
charge. If you would like a copy please contact either of the 
authors. We would prefer to mail several copies all at once to 
an agency representative for distribution. Look for it soon in 
electronic version as well, ready for download on the IBA web 
site under “Managers Corner”. 
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Manager’s Corner
Bear Safety Agency Policies: A Request of Agency Managers
Dick Shideler
Division of Wildlife Conservation
Alaska Dept. of Fish & Game
1300 College Road
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Tel. 907-459-7283
Email: dick.shideler@alaska.gov 

The Division of Wildlife Conservation for the Alaska Department of Fish & Game has recently adopted a policy that 
mandates wildlife safety training (mostly for bears, but also moose, wolves, and muskoxen) for all Division field personnel. 
The training program is being developed and involves two parts: (1) firearm safety and proficiency, and (2) understanding 
dangerous wildlife behavior, preventative behavior around dangerous wildlife, and identifying risk. The safety training 
curriculum expands on the videos Staying Safe in Bear Country and Working Safe in Bear Country, to include other topics 
relevant to wildlife safety in Alaska. The policy also recommends the use of bear spray, and proper use of bear spray will be 
incorporated in the safety curriculum. 

In Alaska, the primary wildlife regulatory enforcement division is under the Alaska State Troopers rather than Fish & Game. 
This policy would apply only to ADF&G employees, many of whom have had varied experience with firearms and dangerous 
wildlife. I would specifically like feedback from agency bear managers and researchers about several questions related to 
their agency’s policies, either formal or informal. Unless otherwise stated by the participant I will keep all responses anony-
mous. With that mini-context, I pose the following questions to other agency bear managers and researchers:

1. Does your agency require training in wildlife safety and firearms safety, firearms safety only, wildlife safety only, or 
no training at all?

2. When involved in agency field activities do you routinely carry a firearm for defense against dangerous animals?  
3. If your answer to #2 is affirmative, is this mandated by the agency, or allowed but not mandated? 
4. Are you required to participate in firearms training before carrying into the field?
5. If your answer to #4 is affirmative, is the training specifically oriented toward defense from dangerous wildlife?
6. Do you carry bear spray as part of your agency field activities?
7. If #6 is affirmative, is carrying bear spray encouraged or mandated by your agency?
8. Do you carry both bear spray and a firearm for defense?
9. If your agency requires formal wildlife safety training, has the agency developed a curriculum for this training? If so, 

is this curriculum available to the public?  
10. And the final kicker, do you feel that your agency has provided sufficient training for you to feel 

competent to handle a dangerous wildlife situation?
After I receive responses I will summarize the information, including summarizing pertinent comments about 
training.

Thanks, and hope to hear from you soon.

 Manager’s Corner
Results of the 2015 Florida Black Bear Hunt
David Telesco
Bear Management Program Coordinator
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
Phone: 850-922-4330
Email: David.Telesco@MyFWC.com

Florida held its first hunting season for the Florida black bear (Ursus americanus floridanus) in 2015 after a two-decade 
hiatus. The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) set up seven Bear Management Units (BMU) across 
the state in the 2012 Florida Black Bear Management Plan (http://myfwc.com/media/2612908/bear-management-plan.
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Bear harvest numbers by 
county for the 2015 Florida 
black bear hunting season.

pdf). The 10-year Plan directed FWC to explore 
options on how to stabilize bear populations. 
FWC used scientific information on Florida black 
bear subpopulations and reviewed how other 
North American states and provinces manage 
their bear populations. FWC decided to open a 
bear hunting season to begin to stabilize bear 
subpopulations in four of the seven BMUs. 

The goal for each BMU was to achieve at least 
20% total annual mortality in each subpopula-
tion. FWC used a three-year average of existing 
known mortality (i.e., number of bears killed by 
vehicle collisions and number of bears removed 
due to conflict behavior) and subtracted that 
from the estimated number of bears in each 
subpopulation. The remaining number of bears 
needed to achieve at least 20% total annual mor-
tality was available for harvest and was therefore 
used as the harvest objective in each BMU. 

All hunters were required to check their bears in with FWC within 12 hours of 
recovery. FWC then tallied the number of bears harvested daily in each BMU and 
determined whether the hunt would be open the following day based on whether 
the harvest objective had been met. Hunters were required to determine whether 
the hunt was open or closed each evening by checking a pre-recorded message on 
a toll-free phone number, on the FWC website, or via social media Facebook posts 
and tweets. Hunters who provided phone numbers or email addresses were contacted directly through email and text.

The bear hunting season opened on October 24 and had the potential to remain open until October 30, 2015. The FWC 
sold 3,776 bear hunting permits: 99% (3,724) were sold to resident hunters at $100 each and 1% (52) were sold to non-
residents at $300 each.

The East Panhandle and the Central BMU harvest objectives were met on the first day of the hunt, and so the hunt was 
closed for the rest of the season in those BMUs. While the North and South BMU harvest objectives were not met, the total 
number of bears that had been reported harvested by October 25 was approaching the statewide harvest objective of 320. 
The FWC therefore decided to close the rest of the bear hunting season (October 26 to 30). The total harvest for the 2015 
bear hunting season was 304 bears (126 males: 178 females).

Harvest was spread relatively evenly across most of the counties that comprise the East Panhandle and Central BMUs, but 
was fairly concentrated to a smaller portion of the counties that comprised the South and North BMUs (map, above). Most 
(78%) bears were harvested on private lands across all BMUs, which was consistent with the low percentage (9%) of public 
conservation lands open to bear hunting on average in the four BMUs. The percentage of females in the harvest was fairly 
consistent across BMUs, with a statewide average of 59%. This ratio was in contrast to other known sources of mortality for 
bears in Florida, where on average 70% of the vehicle- and conflict-related deaths are males. The average live weight of 
harvested female bears was 180 lbs, and the heaviest female harvested weighed 371 lbs (in Marion County). The average live 
weight of harvested male bears was 229 lbs, and the heaviest male harvested weighed 547 lbs (in Volusia County). 

While harvest was higher than expected in the East Panhandle and Central BMUs, the statewide total harvest objective 
(320) was not exceeded. The 2015 bear hunt’s higher-than-expected first-day harvest totals in the East Panhandle and 
Central BMUs were the result of several factors. The high numbers in the East Panhandle BMU are indicative of a larger bear 
population than the 2002 estimate of 600 bears that was used to set the harvest objective. Also, the hunt structure (one-day 
cutoff) combined with the high level of attention created a sense of urgency for hunters, compressing the hunting pressure 
into a single day. Favorable weather and high hunter participation also likely contributed to faster-than-predicted harvest. 

The FWC is collecting feedback from all those who purchased bear permits and expects to have these 
survey results in early 2016. In addition, updated subpopulation estimates will be available in 2016 for the East 
Panhandle and South BMUs. The FWC will use all of the information gained to evaluate the 2015 bear hunt to 
determine the most appropriate way to move forward on bear management efforts in Florida. 
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Zoo and Captive Bear Organizations
New Zoo Exhibits Encourage Coexistence with Black Bears
Jordan Schaul, PhD
Lake Oswego, Oregon
Phone: 714-833-9735
Email: jordan.schaul@gmail.com

Opportunities to view giant pandas and Andean bears in captivity remind us that zoos can play a role in cultivating a 
conservation ethic among the populace in regard to safeguarding rare and vanishing species. In the case of the bears, the 
general public may never see most species in the wild. However, viewing captive bear ambassadors representing conserva-
tion-sensitive species may offer zoo patrons a chance to learn about biodiversity conservation. At the same time, zoological 
facilities are poised to teach us to coexist with more common species of wildlife, including American black bears, which are 
frequently implicated in human-bear conflict.

Although black bear subspecies of the Gulf coastal plain, including the Florida black bear and Louisiana black bear, 
represent conservation-sensitive subspecies, recent and ongoing state and federal delisting efforts indicate that even the 
most imperiled black bear populations have rebounded in North America.  As a consequence, human-bear interactions are 
on the rise. To address concerns over potential human-bear conflict, zoos, including facilities in the Southeast, have designed 
exhibits to counter negative perceptions associated with these iconic mammals. Some of these new black bear exhibits focus 
the visitor experience on coexistence with wildlife, and reflect the zoo community’s interest in the human dimension of 
wildlife management and not simply biodiversity awareness and education.

Last year, Alabama’s Birmingham Zoo opened the Barbara Ingalls Shook Black Bear Trail, which features two rescued 
American black bears.  The exhibit provides an immersion experience, which exposes patrons to a simulated “backyard” 
environment in rural Alabama and encourages stewardship of backyard wildlife.  Dr. William Foster, President and CEO of the 
Birmingham Zoo said, “We want Zoo guests to experience what would happen if they leave food sources in their backyard to 
attract bears, and what they can do to coexist with bears, whose numbers are increasing in Alabama.” 

Foster said, “The Zoo is no longer just about seeing animals or providing field trips for schoolchildren, it is about conserva-
tion and research of threatened animals in the wild and the challenges they face. 

The Central Florida Zoo near Orlando has embarked on a campaign to fundraise for a new black bear exhibit, which will 
also provide sanctuary for rescued black bears already in the Zoo’s possession. According to the Zoo’s website, the exhibit 
will feature a “bear house”, where staff and volunteers will use “real-life instruction” to educate patrons about 
human-bear conflict. “This education model is paramount to the Zoo’s mission: to be a conservation resource 
providing experiences that excite and inspire children and adults to learn and act on behalf of wildlife.”

While zoos face much scrutiny from extremist groups, these educational and entertainment attractions 
continue to evolve to meet the needs of local communities and wildlife, which increasingly interface as we 
endeavor to develop models for coexistence. 

Book Review - Living with Bears Handbook, Expanded 2nd Edition
by Linda Masterson 2016. 
PixyJack Press, Inc., Masonville, CO 80541.
288 pages, over 160 illustrations/photos, 6 x 9
print ISBN 978-1-936555-61-1, $24.00

Reviewed by Colleen Olfenbuttel
NC Wildlife Resources Commission, Pittsboro, NC
Email: colleen.olfenbuttel@ncwildlife.org 

In the August 2008 (vol. 17, no. 3) edition of the International Bear News, IBA’s current president, Karen Noyce, reviewed 
“Living with Bears: A Practical Guide to Bear Country”, concluding that “Masterson has struck a good balance between infor-
mation and entertainment, producing a book that I suspect biologists, wildlife managers, and agency personnel will turn to 
more than they might at first think.” Based on the praise the second edition is currently receiving from wildlife profession-

Reviews
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als, Karen’s suspicions were correct; bear experts from across North 
America have commented that it’s not only on their bookshelf, but it is 
the first book they recommend to the public and other professionals. 
I readily admit that the original edition sits on my office shelf, while 
another copy sits at my agency’s library for reference by other staff. I 
can’t wait to add the latest edition to the shelf as well!

When Linda first published “Living with Bears” in 2006, it was the 
only book available that had comprehensive information on how 
people could avoid conflicts with bears no matter if they lived, visited, 
hiked or camped in bear country. Ten years later, black bear popula-
tions have expanded, as have human populations. As shown in the 
updated appendix of this second edition, interactions between bears 
and humans have only increased since the first edition was printed, 
emphasizing that the need to educate people on how to live with 
bears has only grown since 2006. Despite the increase in human-bear 
interactions across North America, Linda’s book remains the only book 
available that provides a single source of information about the basics 
of bear biology and behavior, bear management, and implementing 
solutions to prevent conflicts. As most of us know, over 90% of com-
plaints we receive about bears can easily be resolved with education 
and simple changes in human behavior. This expanded second edition 
will be an asset in our toolbox for educating the public on how they 
can be partners in preventing and resolving bear conflicts. 

So, if you already have the first edition in your library, why should 
you purchase Linda’s expanded second edition? Well, one reason is 
that Linda maintains her engaging style of writing that we all enjoyed 
from the first book. She writes in a way that is fun and easily relatable to 
any reader, no matter their age or background. It’s a nice contrast from the formal writing that often appears in educational 
materials produced by management agencies. And it is apparent in this updated edition that Linda continued consulting 
with bear experts, such as Stephen Herrero, and their expertise is reflected throughout the book. 

In this new edition, Linda provides updates on case studies from her first book, letting the reader see the long-term suc-
cesses that can occur once common-sense solutions are implemented to prevent human-bear conflicts. For example, we re-
visit Great Smoky Mountains National Park and their successful efforts in reducing negative human-bear interactions, despite 
being the most visited park in the United States and having an estimated 1,600 black bears. There are also new case studies 
included in this second edition, and Linda offers examples from across North America, providing a diversity of perspectives 
and experiences that any reader can learn from. One such case study is about the efforts of the Colorado Parks and Wildlife 
in using a combination of partnerships, ordinances, bear-resistant trash cans, and education to help the city of Boulder adapt 
to having bears as their newest residents. Other additions to the book include updated figures on black bear population 
estimates and human-bear interactions throughout North America, a new chapter on bear management, and an expanded 
section on references and resources, ranging from where you can go to see black bears to where one can purchase bear-
resistant trash cans. Linda also created a “bear behavioral ladder of progression” that may prove to be an effective visual tool 
in educating the public on how a bear can go from “just being a bear” to becoming a “problem bear” when the public fails 
to change their own behavior. Lastly, Linda updated the calorie counter chart, which now includes human-provided food 
sources, which sends the message home of why a bear may prefer a bird feeder (2,585 calories per pound) over searching the 
woods for blueberries (256 calories per pound). 

The second edition is organized into 7 sections, with 4 sections focused on how to co-exist with bears in almost any sce-
nario you may find yourself in. The first chapter starts with “What’s the Problem” and Linda gets right to the point when she 
states “…teaching bears to associate humans with food is a recipe for trouble.” This introductory chapter hits the key points 
that bear managers make on a daily basis and sets the correct tone for the remainder of the book. Another useful chapter is 
the one on bear relocation, and specifically, why this technique often fails to resolve conflicts and often does not favors to 
the bear that is moved.  

A new and important addition is the chapter on bear management, which provides the reader with a bear manager’s 
perspective. Hopefully, this new chapter will help the reader realize that bear managers are often in a delicate position of 
balancing public expectations with the reality of managing bears. And euthanizing a bear is our least preferred option, but 
sadly, the only option if people don’t take action to help us resolve a bear conflict. The black bear is truly one of our modern-
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Please Join us for the 24th International Conference on Bear Research and Management 

The conference will be held in beautiful Anchorage, Alaska. The World Wildlife Fund is serving as our conference host and the 
event is sponsored by many of our local, state, tribal, federal and non-governmental organization partners 12-16 June 2016.  
Conference Home Page http://www.IBA2016.com

Our theme for the Conference is Bears of the World: Learning From Our Past to Inform Our Future. 

More than 500 attendees from more than 20 countries will attend to present their current research findings on all 8 species 
of bears in the world: Pandas, polar bears, American black bear, Asiatic black bear, spectacled bear, sloth bear, sun bear, and 
brown bears. Attendees will include biologists, managers, bear viewing business operators, photographers, conservationists, 
non-governmental organizations, journalists, educators, and interested members of the public.

We had more than 400 paper and poster submissions so a huge thank you to all that submitted abstracts and to the more 
than 25 reviewers who helped assemble the program. Due to the quality and number of submissions, we are able to 
develop an outstanding program that balances emerging science on varied topics as well the as the species and geographic 
distribution of the presenters. 
 
Just a few important notes:

PLEASE STAY AT THE CONFERENCE HOTEL, the Anchorage Downtown Hilton if it is economically feasible for you. The 
conference hotel is competitively priced for downtown during summer. This is critical to the financial solvency of the 
conference and our host due to room block commitments. Click Accommodations (under Travel)

Regardless of where you stay, book early as this is tourist season in Alaska.

The Conference will start on Sunday June 12 with the Council meeting, a Workshop on Bayesian decision models, and the 
welcome reception in the evening. The opening plenary session will be held on the morning of Monday June 13 with the 
conference continuing through Thursday June 16. The banquet will be held the evening of June 16 and optional field trips 
are available on Friday June 17. For Daytrip and tour options see Field Trips (Under Conference Information)

If not already done, please complete your registration process at your earliest convenience.

On behalf of the conference and program committee, thank you again for your submission and we are excited to see you 
in Anchorage this coming June. All the best and travel safe!!! 

day wildlife success stories, as bears have been restored in much of their historic range in North America. And 
one of the main reasons for their successful comeback is that black bears are remarkably adaptable to living 
near people. The challenge now is whether people are willing to adapt to living near bears. I believe Linda’s 
updated second edition will be an important resource in providing the keys to continued bear restoration 
success as it engages, educates and encourages people to be part of the solution. After all, it’s not about 
managing individual bears, but rather managing people.

Conference Announcements 
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Post-Conference Activities: Eklutna Tribe Pow-wow and Potlatch 

Attention IBA members!!!
 
Following the 2016 IBA conference in Anchorage, Alaska, you are all invited to attend the 2016 Eklutna Tribe Pow-wow and 
Potlatch being held immediately following the IBA conference on June 18th and 19th. On behalf of the Athabaskan people, 
on whose ancestral grounds the conference is being held, Eklutna Tribal Chief Lee Stephan has extended an invitation to 
all IBA members to join him and his community in the Native Village of Eklutna (35 minutes from downtown Anchorage) 
to participate in this longstanding cultural event. The Eklutna pow-wow will feature dance and drum performances by 
Athabaskan, Aleut, Tlingit/Haida, Inupiat, and Yupik Nations as well as vendors, children’s activities, and a traditional dinner. 
Dance and drum groups include lower 48 states style big drums, like Sleeping Lady Drum; Four Directions Drum and others. 
To participate in the cultural way, you are welcome to bring a dish of your ancestry common to the time of season (June). 
This will be an outstanding opportunity for conference participants to learn more about Alaska Native culture while enjoying 
some fine Alaskan foods. 

Daily rides to and from the event can be arranged by contacting:
Julia Bevins, Phone: 907-223-3483, Email: fieldtripsiba@gmail.com 

2016 IBA Conference Notice: Bear 
Viewing Opportunities
 
Sites to which you can drive: 
There are two sites to which you can drive from Anchorage and 
have a moderate chance of seeing one or more bears: Denali 
National Park a few hours north, or the lower Russian River on the 
Kenai Peninsula, about 2 hours to the south.  However, bears are 
likely to be seen on the Russian only if salmon are running. The 
end of the conference is a week or so too early for red salmon to 
be abundant enough to attract bears. Chance of seeing a bear is 
about 50% if you spend a full day. 

Sites to which you must fly:
The three best viewing opportunities at the end of the conference are (a) Diving Bear Cove, at the mouth of Wolverine Creek, 
on the west side of Cook Inlet;  (b) Chinitna Bay, farther south along Cook Inlet, and (c) Hallo Bay on the coast of Katmai 
National Park across from Kodiak Island. All have to be reached by plane. The sooner you book, the more choices you will 

have and the lower the cost may be. Cost also depends on bargaining power. The more 
people we have going to the same place at the same time, the cheaper the rate. Steve 
Stringham, Director of the Bear Viewing Association (gobearviewing@hotmail.com) is 
coordinating this, so please contact 
him for bookings. 

Meanwhile, to learn details about 
each viewing site, visit the Bear 
Viewing Association website www.
bear-viewing-in-alaska.info.  Near 
the top of the home page you 
will find a link for IBA members. 
Click on the link and you will find a 
wealth of information on viewing 
sites. The website also has tons of 
other information about viewing, 
including guidelines for selecting 
sites, tour companies, guides, etc. 
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1st International Symposium on Sun Bear 
Conservation & Management July 2016, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Join us in Phnom Penh, Cambodia for the first international symposium 
dedicated to the conservation and management of the world’s smallest ursid - 
the Sun bear. The symposium will bring together field researchers, conservation 
managers, environmental educators and conservation breeding specialists to 
share experiences and create a coordinated plan for the conservation of one of 
Southeast Asia’s least known large mammals.

Contact sunbearsymposium@freethebears.org to register your interest in 
joining this important symposium and we look forward to welcoming you to 
Cambodia in July 2016!

Student Forum
Truman’s List Serve

• For students only
• Discussions pertaining to bear biology, management, or study design challenges
• Assistance with proposals and study design through IBA professionals
• Job searches, announcements, information regarding the IBA  and student membership
• Planning for IBA student activities and meetings
• IBA membership is encouraged, but not required, for initial sign-up

Instructions
• Visit:  http://ww.bearbiology.com/iba/stu.html
• Follow the links to request an invitation
• Do NOT reply to list serve messages using your “reply” button.  
You must return to Truman to respond within the list serve or else 
other members will not receive your response.
• If you’re a new member, please submit a 
paragraph about your  project and include your 
contact information so we can all get to know 
you.   
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Recent Bear Literature
Agnieszka Sergiel
Email:: agasergiel@gmail.com

If you have an article recently published please email the citation for inclusion in the next issue of Recent Bear Literature.
The deadlines for the next issues are:

• Spring Issue: 5 February: Agnieszka Sergiel: agasergiel@gmail.com
• Summer Issue: 12 July: Agnes Pelletier: asg.pelletier@gmail.com
• Fall Issue: 5 October: Marion Schneider: mfschneider@gmx.de

For easy access to articles, we are now including the DOI citation and corresponding author email address, if available. To 
open articles from their DOI, enter the DOI citation in the text box provided at the following website: http://dx.doi.org

Álvarez-Rodríguez, M., Álvarez, M., Anel-López, L., López-Urueña, E., Manrique, P., Borragán, S., Morrell, J. M., de Paz, P., Anel, L. 2015. 
Effect of colloid (Androcoll-Bear, Percoll, and PureSperm) selection on the freezability of brown bear (Ursus arctos) sperm. Therio-
genology [DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.theriogenology.2015.11.021; Published online: 30 Nov 2015]. Corresponding author’s email: 
manualvro@gmail.com. 

Babu, S., Karthik, T., Srinivas, G., & Kumara, H. N. 2015. Linking critical patches of sloth bear Melursus ursinus for their conservation in 
Meghamalai hills, Western Ghats, India. Current Science 109(8): 1492. Corresponding author’s email: honnavallik@gmail.com.

Bechshoft, T., Sonne, C., Jakobsen, J., Rigét, F. F., Born, E. W., Letcher, R. J., ... & Dietz, R. 2015. Vitamins A and E in liver, kidney, and whole 
blood of East Greenland polar bears sampled 1994–2008: reference values and temporal trends. Polar Biology: 1-12. [doi:10. 1007/ 
s00300-015-1830-9]. Corresponding author’s email: thbe@bios.au.dk.

Carrera-Treviño, R., Martínez-García, L., & Lira-Torres, I. 2015. First record of the American black bear Ursus americanus eremicus (Car-
nivora: Ursidae) in the tropical rainforest of El Cielo Biosphere Reserve, Tamaulipas, Mexico. Therya 6(3): 653-659. [http://www.redalyc.
org/articulo.oa?id=402341557013].

Cirovic, D., de Gabriel Hernando, M., Paunovic, M., & Karamanlidis, A. A. 2015. Home range, movements, and activity patterns of a brown 
bear in Serbia. Ursus 26(2): 79-85. [http://dx.doi.org/10.2192/URSUS-D-15-00010]. Corresponding author’s email: dcirovic@bio.bg.ac.rs. 

Coogan, S. C. P., Raubenheimer, D. 2016. Might macronutrient requirements influence grizzly bear-human conflict? Insights from nutri-
tional geometry. Ecosphere 7(1): e01204. [DOI:10.1002/ecs2.1204]. Corresponding author’s email: sean.coogan@sydney.edu.au. 

Cristescu, B., Stenhouse, G. B., Boyce, M. S. 2016. Large Omnivore Movements in Response to Surface Mining and Mine Reclamation. 
Nature/Scientific Reports 6: 19177. [doi:10.1038/srep19177]. Corresponding author’s email: email: cristesc@ualberta.ca. 

Chynoweth, M. W., Çoban, E., Altin, Ç., Şekercioglu, Ç. H. 2016. Human-wildlife conflict as a barrier to large carnivore management and 
conservaton in Turkey. Turkish Journal of Zoology 40. [doi:10.3906/zoo-1509-6]. Corresponding author’s email: chynoweth.mark@
gmail.com. 

Curry, E., Roth, T. L. 2015. A rapid, minimally invasive method of collecting semen from polar bears. Reproduction, Fertility and Develop-
ment 28(2): 189. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/RDv28n2Ab118]. Corresponding author’s email: erin.curry@cincinnatizoo.org.

DeLorenzo, C., Lynch, B., Roth, T., Petren, K., Curry, E. 2015. Development of a noninvasive, fecal protein [pregnancy test for polar bears. 
Reproduction, Fertility and Development 28(2): 188-189. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/RDv28n2Ab117]. Corresponding author’s email: 
delorecj@mail.uc.edu.

Dehnhard, M., Hildebrandt, T. B., Meerheim, C., Valentine, J., Göritz, F. 2016. Chemical Signals in Giant Panda Urine (Ailuropoda 
melanoleuca). Chemical Signals in Vertebrates 13: 363-379. [doi:10.1007/978-3-319-22026-0_24]. Corresponding author’s email: 
dehnhard@izw-berlin.de. 

Ditmer, M. A., Garshelis, D. L., Noyce, K. V., Haveles, A. W., Fieberg, J. R. 2015. Are American black bears in an agricultural landscape being 
sustained by crops? Journal of Mammalogy 97(1): 54-67. [DOI:http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/jmammal/gyv153; First published online: 14 Oct 
2015]. Corresponding author’s email: mark.ditmer@gmail.com. 

Dorresteijn, I., Milcu, A. I., Leventon, J., Hanspach, J. Fischer, J. 2016. Social factors mediating human–carnivore coexistence: Understand-
ing thematic strands influencing coexistence in Central Romania. Ambio: A Journal of the Human Environment. [doi:10. 1007/ s13280-
015-0760-7; First online: 16 Jan 2016]. Corresponding author’s email: ine.dorresteijn@gmail.com.

Draheim, H. M., Lopez, V., Etter, D., Winterstein, S. R., & Scribner, K. T. 2015. Effects of sampling scale on American black bear spatial 
genetic structure. Ursus 26(2): 143-156. [http://dx.doi.org/10.2192/URSUS-D-15-00011.1]. Corresponding author’s email: hdraheim@
gmail.com. 
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About the International Association for Bear Research and Management (IBA)
The International Association for Bear Research and Management (IBA) is a non-profit tax-exempt organization open to profes-

sional biologists, wildlife managers, and others dedicated to the conservation of all bear species.  The organization has approxmi-
ately 500 members from over 50 countries.  It supports the scientific management of bears through research and distribution of 
information.  The IBA sponsors international conferences on all aspects of bear biology, ecology, and management.  The proceed-
ings are published as peer-reviewed scientific papers in the journal Ursus.

IBA Mission Statement
Goal:  The goal of the International Association for Bear Research and Management (IBA) is to promote the conservation and 

restoration of the world’s bears through science-based research, management, and education.
Objectives:  In support of this goal, IBA’s objectives are to:

1. Promote and foster well-designed research of the highest professional standards.
2. Develop and promote sound stewardship of the world’s bears through scientifically based population and habitat 

management.
3. Publish and distribute, through its conferences and publications, peer-reviewed scientific and technical information of high 

quality addressing broad issues of ecology, conservation, and management.
4. Encourage communication and collaboration across scientific disciplines and among bear researchers and managers 

through conferences, workshops, and newsletters.
5. Increase public awareness and understanding of bear ecology, conservation, and management by encouraging the transla-

tion of technical information into popular literature and other media, as well as through other educational forums.
6. Encourage the professional growth and development of our members.
7. Provide professional counsel and advice on issues of natural resource policy related to bear management and conservation.
8. Maintain the highest standards of professional ethics and scientific integrity.
9. Encourage full international participation in the IBA through the siting of conferences, active recruitment of international 

members and officers, and through financial support for international research, travel to meetings, memberships, and 
journal subscriptions.

10. Through its integrated relationship with the Bear Specialist Group of the World Conservation Union (IUCN)/Species Survival 
Commission, identify priorities in bear research and management and recruit project proposals to the IBA Grants Program 
that address these priorities.

11. Build an endowment and a future funding base to provide ongoing support for IBA core functions and for the IBA Grants 
Program.

12. Support innovative solutions to bear conservation dilemmas that involve local communities as well as national or regional 
governments and, to the extent possible, address their needs without compromising bear conservation, recognizing that 
conservation is most successful where human communities are stable and can see the benefits of conservation efforts.

13. Form partnerships with other institutions to achieve conservation goals, where partnerships could provide additional fund-
ing, knowledge of geographical areas, or expertise in scientific or non-scientific sectors.


